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But while measures adopted in these two directions—reduction
in the cost of production and improved methods of distribution	
might lead to more successful competition with foreign sources
of supply, it is all important to bear in mind that the benefits, if
achieved, would be of little more than temporary nature for
we stand face to face with a great movement of industrial
expansion in China itself which there is every reason to believe
will eventually free that country from the necesssity of importing   ~
any but a few qualities of foreign cotton goods.   Local industry
will receive every form and kind of protection by the imposition
of increasing tariffs on all foreign imports and by the penalizing of
foreign-owned industries in the country itself.
It is often argued that there is no likelihood of China reaching
for long years to come a state of sufficient stability to become an
industrial country and when one regards the political chaos at
present existing the argument appears to be justified.   But the
Chinese constitute a race apart, inhabiting in vast numbers a
country of vast extent and their psychological characteristics are
very different from those of all other peoples.   They are the most
laborious and most thrifty of all men.    They are by nature
un-warlike, peace-loving, orderly and intelligent.   At the same
time they are easily led and easily stirred, susceptible to sudden
changes of character and to impulsive actions.   After periods of
excitement they revert to their traditional attitude of phlegmatic
indifference.   The result is that devastating as are at the moment
the civil wars and disorders of China, the troubles are superficial.
Nature quickly replaces destruction both in life and in produce.
One season often suffices to replenish the empty granaries after
periods of war, banditry, famine or flood.    There is always a
superfluity of population.   Nor usually is the destruction that the
excesses of Man or of Nature are so perpetually perpetrating in
China of very great material importance, for there is com-
paratively little to destroy outside the great towns.    The vast
agricultural population, in spite of its industrious and skilful
cultivation of the soil, exists in a state bordering upon poverty.
Catastrophes that would shake the moral foundations of the
countries of Europe to their very base pass over China and leave
little more than a scar that time quickly effaces.    The Chinese
will not be deterred from industrial expansion, or industrial
employment, for which they are eminently suited in character,
in stamina and by disposition,
That the growth of industrialism in China will meet with

